How To Sew on a Button

Prepared by Beatrice Kalka, Extension Specialist, Clothing and Textiles

Step 1. Thread needle. Double thread.

Step 2. Take 3 small stitches on right side of cloth where button is to be placed to fasten thread.

Step 3. Take several stitches through buttonholes fastening button to cloth. Let thread be loose enough to form a shank under the button. Do not sew button tightly to cloth.
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Step 4. When there is enough thread to form a strong shank, bring needle down through buttonhole, but not through cloth.

Step 5. Wind thread around shank several times.

Step 6. Bring needle through to underside of cloth underneath the button.

Step 7. Fasten threads by making 3 small stitches in the same place on underneath side of cloth. Cut off thread.